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GOODS-DOMINANT LOGIC
Problem
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Supply Chain

Goods-Dominant Logic Model:
Value Production and Consumption

Producer ConsumerSupplier
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Wrong Thinking about Service(s): 
The G-D Logic Perspective

Value-enhancing add-ons for goods, or

A particular (somewhat inferior) type good, 
characterized by (IHIP):
• Intangibility
• Heterogeneity (non-standardization)
• Inseparability (of production and consumption)
• Perishability

Services Economy = Post Industrial = Less-
than-desirable economic activity
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Other Problems with Goods Logic

Goods are not why we buy goods

• Service (benefits) they provide
• Intangibles (brand, self image, social connectedness, meaning)
• Inputs into holistic experiences

Customer is secondary and seen as value receiver and 
destroyer
• “Consumer orientation” is an add-on--does not help

Point toward wrong thinking about innovation

• Making “better,” novel (& more attractive) output – goods and 
“services” 
• with more embedded value

• for waiting markets
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Key S-D Logic 
Publications
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Impact of S-D Logic
Marketing Management Entrepreneurship
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Systems and 
Networks Tourism Other Topics

Impact of S-D Logic
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Impact of S-D Logic INNOVATION & DESIGN
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A Continuing Journey…

PREMISES

PERSPEC-
TIVES  

POSSI-
BILITIES 
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Today’s Agenda

S-D logic basics

Current S-D logic focal areas
• Service ecosystems
• Institutions

Some implications for 
innovation 
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THE S-D LOGIC CORE
Premises
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Science: Striving to Explain the 
Complex with a Simple Structure

Isomorphism 

‘The grand aim of all science is to cover the greatest 
number of empirical facts by logical deduction from 
the smallest number of hypotheses or axioms’. 

Einstein
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Core Foundational Premises: The
Axioms of Service-Dominant Logic

Premise Explanation/Justification

A1/F
P1

Service is the fundamental 
basis of exchange.

The application of operant resources 
(knowledge and skills), “service,” is 
the basis for all exchange. Service is 
exchanged for service.

A2/F
P6

Value is always cocreated by 
multiple actors, including the 
beneficiary 

Implies value creation is interactional 
and combinatoruia.

A3/F
P9

All economic and social actors 
are resource integrators 

Implies the context of value creation 
is networks of networks (resource-
integrators).

A4/F
P10

Value is always uniquely and 
phenomenological determined 
by the beneficiary

Value is idiosyncratic, experiential, 
contextual, and meaning laden. 

A5/F
P11

Value cocreation is 
coordinated through actor-
generated institutions
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Value Co-creation through 
Resource Integration & Service Exchange

Market-facing 
Resource 

Integrators

Private 
Resource

Integrators

Public  
Resource 

Integrators

Resource 
Integrator 
(individual, 
family, firm, 

etc.) Value

Economic 
Currency

Social 
Currency

Public
Currency

New
Resources
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Micro Exchange Embedded in 
Complex (Eco)Systems of Exchange 

Resource 
Integrator/
Beneficiary

(“Firm”)

Resource 
Integrator/
Beneficiary
(“Customer”)

Supply/Value Chain Producer ConsumerSupplier

Resource Integrating actors
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Resource Integration & Service-for-service 
Exchange within Service-ecosystems

Resource 
Integrator/
Beneficiary

(“Firm”)

Resource 
Integrator/
Beneficiary
(“Customer”)

Resource IntegratorsInstitutions & Institutional 
arrangements/logics
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The Structure and Venue of Value Creation:
Institutions & Service Ecosystems

Institution
• “any structure or mechanism of 

social order and cooperation
governing the behavior of a set of 
individuals within a given human 
community.

• (Stanford Encyclopedia of Social Institutions)

Institution
• “any structure or mechanism of 

social order and cooperation
governing the behavior of a set of 
individuals within a given human 
community.

• (Stanford Encyclopedia of Social Institutions)

Service Ecosystem (S-D logic)
• relatively self-contained, self-

adjusting systems of resource-
integrating actors connected by 
shared institutional 
configurations and mutual value 
creation through service 
exchange. 

Service Ecosystem (S-D logic)
• relatively self-contained, self-

adjusting systems of resource-
integrating actors connected by 
shared institutional 
configurations and mutual value 
creation through service 
exchange. 
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Clarification:
What institutions are & are not
 Institutions are not organizations
 Institutions are :

 socially created schemas norms, and 
regulations (Scott 2014) -- “rules of the game” 
 Organizations are the teams, players (North 1990,) 

 routinized ways of thinking and acting that
 are (partially) shared 
 enable and constrain human behavior (Berger and 

Luckmann 1966)

 Examples
 Language, symbols, laws, traditions, culture, 
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Resource Integration & and the 
Structuration of Service Ecosystems

Resource IntegratorsInstitutions

Micro

Meso

Macro
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The Core Narrative & Processes
of Service-Dominant Logic

Generic 
actors

Resource 
Integration

Service 
Exchange
•Coordinated 
through

Institutions
Actor generated

Service 
ecosystems
• Nested and 

interlocking

Value
Co-

creation
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“Hip-Pocket” S-D Logic

Exchange
B2C, B2B, C2C, etc

(Sub)culture:
Brand, Market, “industry, etc

Societal:
National, Global, etc

Components 
&Structural  Perspectives
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BUILDING ON THE CORE
Perspectives
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Reframing, and Reconciling
from an S-D Logic Perspective

 Economic (and social) Actors
 From Bs and Cs to generic A(ctor)s

 Markets
 From a priori to imagined, created, institutionalized, and performed

 Market-ing
 From functional area to essential function of the firm (actor)
 From marketing mix to value co-creation

 Value
 From a property of output to a co-created outcome – viability & 

coviability
 Strategy

 From prediction and control to effectuation
 Technology

 From exogenous variable to service-provision mechanism 
 Role of Information Technology

 From tool to a transformation in value creation processes
 Innovation

 From invention to designing ecosystems for value co-creation
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The General and Special Case of 
Marketing: S-D Logic Inversions

• Managerial
• Predictive  
• Manufacturing
• Invention
• Efficiency
• Rationality
• Competition • Entrepreneurial

• Effectual 
• Market-ing
• Innovation & 

Design
• Effectiveness
• Heuristics
• Collaboration

General Case

Special Case

“It ain’t what you don’t know that gets 
you into trouble. It’s what you know for 
sure that just ain’t so.”
-Mark Twain-
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Possibilities: 
Current Research Frontiers

Ecosystems

Institutions

Innovation/Strategy
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ECOSYSTEMS
Possibilities/Frontiers
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(Eco)Systems Books
Highlighting the Open, Complex, and  
Adaptive Nature of (Eco)systems
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Resource Integration & and the 
Structuration of Service Ecosystems

Resource IntegratorsInstitutions

Micro

Meso

Macro
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Service-for-service Exchange within 
Service-ecosystems

Resource 
Integrator/
Beneficiary

(“Firm”)

Resource 
Integrator/
Beneficiary
(“Customer”)

Resource IntegratorsInstitutions
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Some Ecosystem Implications
Need for unit of analysis larger 
than a dyad 
Need for unit of analysis larger 
than a dyad 

Need to reconsider 
conceptualization of value
Need to reconsider 
conceptualization of value

Need for fuller understanding of 
formation and role of institutions
Need for fuller understanding of 
formation and role of institutions

Possibly need to rethink agencyPossibly need to rethink agency
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System Implies 
Triad as Unit of Analysis?

AAAA

AA

AAAA

AA

AAAA

AA

 A link (dyad) or node influencing another link 
(dyad) (Choi & Wu, 2009)

 A system of more than two actors

AAAA

From Dyad

To Triad
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From Dyads to Triads (1)
 Problems with Dyads

 Ignore the the complexities of ecosystems
 Closed
 Deterministic
 Unambiguous

 Advantages of Triads
 Considered basic unit of networks/systems 

(Callon, 1998; Simmel, 1950; Wasserman & Faust, 1994)

 Reveal
 Indirect interaction
 Emmergent outcomes/Unintended consequences
 Endogenous change (e.g., structuration)
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From Dyads to Triads (2)
 Implied in marketing by

 Indirect (e.g., monetized) exchange
 Marketing intermediaries
 Many brand concepts (e.g.,  brand community, component 

branding, etc)
 Most forms of power (referent, normative, etc)
 etc.

 Implied in S-D logic by
 A2A (all actors are “producers” & “consumers)”
 Institutional influence
 Ecosystems
 Resource integration
 Value-co-creation
 Value-in-use, value-in-context, value-in-cultural-context
 Experience
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Value as 
Viability and “Co-viability”

S-D logic definition of value: S-D logic definition of value: 
• benefit = increased (decreased) viability (wellbeing) 

of the system
• Suggests “value-in-viability” (?)

Reconciled with ecosystemsReconciled with ecosystems
• Implies concept of “co-viability”

• Probably is the general case
• similar to “inclusive fitness” in evolutionary theory 

(Hamilton 1964)
• Explains “social” evolution, cooperation
• Similar to “complex exchange” (e.g., Bagozzi)
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INSTITUTIONS
Possibilities/Frontiers
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Institutions: The Missing 
Concept for Value Cocreation
 Defined: “any structure or mechanism of social 

order and cooperation governing the behavior of a 
set of individuals within a given human community.

 Integral to ecosystems: relatively self-
contained, self-adjusting systems of resource-
integrating actors connected by shared institutional 
configurations and mutual value creation through 
service exchange. 

 Might be the true source of human innovation and 
advantage (e.g., heuristics vs rationality)
 Key to understanding of decision making & cooperation
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The Sciences of the Artificial
 The world we live in is much 

more a man-made, or artificial 
one, than it is a natural one
 The significant part consists 

mostly of artifacts, called 
symbols (p. 2)

 ‘Judgment’ is a heuristic search
 The real-world economic actor 

is a satisficer, who accepts good 
enough, because (optimization) 
is not a choice.(p. 29)

 Markets and organizations are 
social schemes that facilitate 
coordinated behavior, 
conserving the critical scarce 
resource of human ability to 
handle complexity (p. 49) 
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Institutions as the Building 
Blocks of Social Science
 “The discovery of the inescapable evidence of the 

interdependence of market phenomena overthrew [the] opinion 
that there was in the course of social events no regularity and 
invariance of phenomena [as found in] “natural 
phenomena”…(von Mises, 1949 p. 2).

 “One must study the laws of human action and social 
cooperation as the physicist studies the laws of nature” (von Mises, 

1949 p. 3).
 Can we dig below the immense diversity of regularized social 

interactions in markets, hierarchies, families, sports, 
legislatures, elections, and other situations to identify universal 
building blocks used in crafting all such structured situations? 
Yes. (Ostrom 2005)

 The diversity of regularized social behavior that we observe at 
multiple scales is constructed from universal component 
organized in many layers. (Ostrom 2005) 

 Institutions are both the “recursive organizers” of practices and 
the “practices with the greatest time-space extension.” (Giddens 1984, 
p. 17) 
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Formal Institutional Theory
Across Disciplines

 ”Greater divisions exist within than between disciplinary camps.” 
(Scott 2000, p. 2) 

Social Sciences

Political 
Science

Sociology Economics

Organizational 
studies

Marketing

- Institutional economics
- Austrian school/ 

praxeology
- New institutional 

economics
- Evolutionary economics

- Functionalism
- Structuralism
- Hermeneutics
- Practice theory
- Structuration

- Institutional theory
- Neo-institutional theory
- Institutional entrepreneurship
- Institutional work
- Institutional logics

- Positive theory of 
institutions

- Regime theory of 
institutions

- The 
Commons/common-
pool resources

- Relational norms of exchange
- Market practices
- ‘Megamarketing’/Legitimazation
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INNOVATION
Frontiers
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Some implications of S-D Logic for 
Innovation/ and Design

 Invention of things is a special case
 More generally, we design institutions

 Common solutions, markets
 Meanings, symbols – facilitators of cooperation

 Innovation is a resource-integration 
function
 New innovation comes from recombinations

 Innovation is not just a specialized 
function
 Everyone is a innovator/designer

 The chief innovator is the value beneficiary
(e.g., the customer)
 Thus, innovating for innovators
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What do all of these early 
designs have in common?
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A Market as an
Institutionalized Solutions

Resource
Application
(service)

Inter-
subjective
Agreement

Human 
Problem

Institutionalized 
Solution

=
A Market

Market 
performativity

Quasi-predictability

De-institutionalization
Re-institutionalization
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The Tesla Ecosystem Innovations

Existing and planned 
supercharger ecosystem

Other institutional Design Elements
 Laws (e.g., non-dealer sales)
 Habits (e.g., “fueling”)
 Regulations (e.g., preferred parking)
 Etc.   
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Ipod Ecosystem
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Actor-Centric (Marketing) Ecosystem
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The Separation of Innovation :
Technological and Market Components

Innovation

Market 
Component 

Technological 
Component

Abernathy and Clark 1985,
Schumpeter 1934, 
Hauser et al. 2006
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Technological
Component

Market
Component

• Duality of Technology; 
(Orlikowsky 1992) 

• Tech as useful  knowledge; 
(Mokyer 204)

• Combinatorial Evolution (Arthur 
2011)

• Etc.

• Market practices and performativity
(Kjellberg and Helgesson 2006; 
2007; Araujo and Spring 2006)

• Interpretive Flexibility; (Pinch and 
Bijker 1984)

• Markets as institutionalized 
solutions (Vargo and Lusch 2014)

• Etc.

Reconciles to a:
• Cocreative,
• institutional & performative,
• service-ecosystem,
framework

Vargo, S.L, H. Wieland, and M Akaka, (2014) Institutions in 
Innovation: A Service Ecosystems Perspective” IMM (in Press)

An S-D logic and Institutional View on 
Innovation and Market Formation
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Innovation as Institutional,
Combinatorial Evolutionary Processes

Innovation: The collaborative institutionalization of practices that 
provide shared, novel solutions for new and existing problems. 

Technologies:
Ongoing combinatorial
evolution of potentially 

useful knowledge 
(institutions/practices )

with service potential

Markets:
Ongoing combinatorial 
evolution of shared 
solutions 
(institutions/practices) 
for increased well 
being



Bridging Technological and Market Innovation 
with Business Models 

Technological
Component

Market
Component

Business
Models

o Trends in Business Models (Zott, Amit, and Masa 2011)

o Emerging as a new unit of analysis; 
o Emphasize a system-level, holistic approach to explaining how firms “do 

business”; 
o firm and partner(s) activities play important role (i.e., cocreation);  
o seek to explain how value is created, not just how it is captured.

Reconciles to a:
• service-ecosystem,
• institutional & performative
• cocreative
framework

• Organizationl
Institionalizati
on (Thornton, 
et al. 2012) 
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Strategic Business Model Considerations

Technological- and Market-Level Context: 
Technological -Market-, industry-, and brand-related structures 
that can/need to be integrated and (de)institutionalized 

Societal Context: 
Societal structures that can be drawn on and need to be 
(de)institutionalized 

Value Propositions:
Expected improvement 
in actors’ viability
through other actor’s 
service?
• Service to be 

offered
• Co-production
• Value to be effected

• JTBD
• Experience 

desired
• Monetization
• Other provider 

benefits (brand 
development, WOM,  
etc.) 

Provider-centered 
Ecosystem: 
Owned/accessible 
resources that can 
be applied to benefit 
some actor(s)?

Beneficiary-
centered 
Ecosystem: 
What 
personal/public/privat
e resources must be 
available for service 
to be realized

Value realization:
What is actor trying to 
achieve 
• Jobs to be done
• Overall experience 

desired 

Provider-centered 
Processes: 
Service provision 
practices
• Resource 

acquisition
• Resource 

integration 
• Culture 
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Meso/Macro
Ecosystem

Expanded Venues for Innovation

Resource 
Integrator/
Beneficiary

(“Firm”)

Resource 
Integrator/
Beneficiary
(“Customer”)

Co-Production/Service 
Encounter Space

Resource Integrators

Actor SpaceActor Space
Actor 

Ecosystem
Actor 

Ecosystem
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S-D Logic-compatible
Innovation Approaches

Market (re)creation
Disruption

Effectuation

(Re)Institutionalization 
Ecosystem 
development/enhancement Provider

Beneficiary

Solution centered
Reframing firm 
role/objective Service-flow provision (vs product selling)

Value-based/performance-based pricing  (vs unit based)

Reframing beneficiary 
desires/value “Jobs to be done” (vs. product need)

Experiences (vs. product evaluation) 

Co-creator
Value creation/realization 
(for firm) Co-production/Open-source innovation/crowdsourcing

Self service
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What’s New?
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For More Information on S-D Logic visit:

sdlogic.net

We encourage your comments and input. Will also post:
• Working papers

• Teaching material
• Related Links

Steve Vargo: svargo@sdlogic.net Bob Lusch: rlusch@sdlogic.net

Thank You!


